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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

What is the purpose of the ’Not Stocked’ flag in the Product’s Warehouse and the Warehouse 
screens? 
 

A Visual Streamline user may have several warehouse locations and hundreds of thousands of products including 
many that are ‘catalogue’ only. Not all products are stocked at every location, so a new flag is required at the 
product / warehouse level to identify if the product is typically stocked at this location. 

So, the ‘Not Stocked’ flag was added to the inventory by warehouse screen whereby users can tag products as NOT 
STOCKED in this warehouse. 

 

The Not Stocked flag in the Inventory Warehouse table has the following attributes: 

� It can only be modified by a user with the right RTNCW (Right To Nonstock Current Warehouse); 
� When active, the Not Stocked flag will cause the warehouse to be omitted from that product’s Inventory 

Warehouse availability screen (this is the screen typically invoked by the Warehouses button in Product Code 
Lookup) when the on-hand is zero; 

� If a warehouse, in which a product is flagged as Not Stocked, is displayed on the Inventory Warehouse 
availability screen because of a non-zero on-hand quantity, there will be a note on the screen stating that the 
product is typically not stocked at that warehouse; 

� An active Not Stocked flag will prevent the EOQ/ROP calculation; 
� An active Not Stocked flag will prevent the product from being ordered for stock in PPP; 
� The Not Stocked flag will be ON in ALL warehouses for new products of the following type: 

� N-NonStock; 
� M-Miscellaneous; 
� B-Built to Order; 
� Z-Special Order. 

 

The Not Stocked flag in the Warehouse table has the following attributes: 

� It can only be modified by a user with the right RTNCW (Right To Nonstock Current Warehouse); 
� The Not Stocked flag in the warehouse table serves as a default value for the Not Stocked flag for new products 

in that warehouse; 
� Currently, the Not Stocked flag in the Warehouse table is not honoured by any import routines; 
� The Not Stocked in the warehouse is only honoured by new items of the following type: 

� S-Stocked; 
� A-Assembled; 
� F-Configured. 

 


